2018 Development Projects on
Tap

At the annual RMLS™ leadership retreat last month, the RMLS™
Board of Directors reviewed a list of potential projects and
prioritized those they believe will have the best benefit for
RMLS™ subscribers. Following is a brief description of the
three projects that will get the attention of our software
development team this year along with a fourth that will be
scheduled if possible. The forms changes approved in 2017,
Showing Time and the new Coming Soon-No Showing status are
also in the works.
Listing Load Enhancements
This project will add ability for authorized users to initiate
editing of a listing from Agent Full/Data Only reports and to
add/start a new listing from Tax Search, Tax Full, and CMA
(subject property/features) page, providing a more streamlined
workflow for the agent.
When adding a new listing, the agent will be able to upload
PDF documents directly from the input screen, similar to Photo
Manager. Agents will also be able to test video/virtual tour
links to ensure that they work correctly before saving the
listing.
Ever publish a listing and forget to save a copy of the

listing contract? Well this project will eliminate that issue
by allowing users to print a copy of the listing contract,
even after the listing has been published.
RMLS™ will also look for ways to enhance the Tax ID autopopulation function to include additional data found from
other sources such as comparable listings, map layers,
Realtors Property Resource (RPR®) and other data sources.
Search and Prospecting/Auto-Email Enhancements
This project will add the ability to create/save a prospect
search from Advanced Search and other saved searches within
RMLSweb. In addition, the ability to filter prospect matches
based upon price changes falling within a certain range
(mimicking the Hotsheet’s price change option) will be added
to eliminate notifications of listings that have a daily price
change.
We know it’s important to know when a profile is set to
expire, so an alert to the subscriber will be sent via email.
Advanced search will also see enhancements. Subscribers will
be able to search by any public ID or broker code, and when
searching by status, days back function, an “apply all”
function will be available to make it easier to set the dates
for all statuses.
Watch List
This project will add a notes field to each saved watch list
item, making it easier to remember why it is being watched. In
addition, when a listing is added to the watch list, the tax
parcel record will also be included automatically so
notifications can be sent if the property is relisted with a
different MLS number.
CMA Enhancements
This project will enable the user to adjust the font and font

size of the report and include the option to print the 32-Up
Photo report. In addition, a notes field will be added to the
adjustment section of the CMA for each comparable listing,
allowing the user to detail why the adjustment was made. A
column will be added to the Recommended Price page of the CMA
which will reflect adjustments made.

